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PREFACE

It is a great pleasure for presenting First Edition of Revised syllabus of the Book “Web Services”
to the students of B.Sc. Computer Science. This book is written to cover all the topics of syllabus
prescribed by the University of Mumbai for T.Y.B.Sc. Computer Science.

Welcome to the world of Web services! This book presents leading-edge computing technologies
to software developers, technical managers and IT professionals.

Anyone familiar with the software industry is aware that Web services are one of 2002’s hottest
new technologies. Microsoft coined the term “Web services” in June 2000, when the company
introduced Web services as a key component of its .NET initiative, a broad new vision for embracing
the Internet in the development, engineering and use of software. As others began to investigate Web
services, it became clear that the technology could revolutionize distributed computing. Software
vendors quickly established Web services strategies and began to enhance their products with support
for Web services standards. Now, nearly every major vendor—including Sun Microsystems, IBM,
Hewlett-Packard, Oracle and BEA Systems—is marketing Web services tools and applications.

Web services encompass a set of related standards that can enable any two computer applications
to communicate and exchange data via a network, such as the Internet. The primary standard used in
Web services is the Extensible Markup Language (XML), developed by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C). XML is a meta-language for describing data and creating markup languages;
developers use XML tags to describe individual pieces of data, forming XML documents. Since XML
documents are text-based, they can be processed on any platform. XML’s portability and its rapid
adoption throughout the industry made it an obvious choice for enabling cross-platform data
communication in Web services.

XML provides the foundation for many core Web services standards, including the Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP), the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) and the Universal
Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) specification. SOAP is an XML vocabulary (i.e., an
XML-based markup language developed for a specific industry or purpose) that enables programs on
separate computers to interact across a network, such as the Internet or a company intranet. WSDL,
another XML vocabulary created for Web services, allows developers to describe Web services and
their capabilities in a standardized format. UDDI is a framework that defines XML-based registries in
which businesses can publish information about themselves and the services they offer.

The concept and theory of each topic is followed by the theoretical explanation. Some
self-assessment questions and all practical solutions of Web Services according to University pattern
are provided at the end of this book. Efforts have been made to make the text easy to read and
understand. In this book, we have covered all types of programs expected by University of Mumbai in
practical examination. At the end of this book, sample question paper is given for the students
practice.



We have tried our level best to give everything in this book in proper manner. Still few points
from book may be explained in better way than presently are there in the book.

Constructive suggestions and comments from the users will be sincerely appreciated. We would
appreciate hearing from you about any textual errors or omissions which you identify. If you would
like to suggest improvements or contribute in any way, we would be glad to hear from you.

Please send correspondence to:

 kiranrktcollege@gmail.com
 shelarshrutkirti@gmail.com
 psonkusare@hotmail.com
 shrutiwaghmare95@gmail.com

Last but not the least, we would like to give big lifetime thanks to Mr. S.K. Srivastava (Himalaya
Publishing House Pvt. Ltd.) for providing an environment which stimulates new thinking and
innovations, and his support, motivation, guidance, cooperation and encouragement to write this book.
We are very grateful for his support and thank him for his true blessings.

Authors
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1.1 What is Web Services?
A Web Service is can be defined by following ways:

 A Web service is a self-describing, self-contained software module available via a network,
such as the Internet, which completes tasks and conducts transactions on behalf of a user or
application

 A Web service is a platform-independent, loosely coupled, self-contained, programmable
Web-enabled application that can be described, published, discovered, coordinated, and
configured using XML artifacts (open standards) for the purpose of developing distributed
interoperable applications.

 It is a client server application or application component for communication.
 It is a method of communication between two devices over network.
 It is a software system for interoperable machine to machine communication.

It is a collection of standards or protocols for exchanging information between two devices
or application.

 Web service can communicate with private and public network
Web services address the problems of rigid implementations of predefined relationships and
isolated services scattered across the Internet.

 Web services technology is to enable distributed applications that can be dynamically
assembled according to changing business needs

 Web services form the building blocks for creating distributed applications over internet
The Detail Definition of web services can be further described as

1. Web services are loosely coupled software modules: Web services are distinctly different
from predecessor distributed computing architectures because of one key point: Web
services protocols, interfaces, and registry services enable applications to work
cooperatively together using the principle of loose coupling.

2. Web services semantically encapsulate discrete functionality: A Web service is a self-
contained software module that performs a single task. The module describes its own
interface characteristics, i.e., the operations available, the parameters, data typing, and the
access protocols

3. Web services can be accessed programmatically: A Web service provides programmable
access – this allows embedding Web services into remotely located applications. This
enables information to be queried and updated, thus improving efficiency, responsiveness,
and accuracy

4. Web services can be dynamically found and included in applications: Web services can
be assembled to serve a particular function, solve a specific problem, or deliver a particular
solution to a customer.

5. Web services are described in terms of a standard description language: the Web
Services Description Language or WSDL describes both functional as well as nonfunctional
service characteristics.

6. Web services are distributed over the Internet: Web services make use of existing,
ubiquitous transport Internet protocols like HTTP
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 A web service is any piece of software that makes itself available over the internet and uses
a standardized XML messaging system. XML is used to encode all communications to a
web service. For example, a client invokes a web service by sending an XML message, then
waits for a corresponding XML response. As all communication is in XML, web services
are not tied to any one operating system or programming language--Java can talk with Perl;
Windows applications can talk with Unix applications.

 Web services are self-contained, modular, distributed, dynamic applications that can be
described, published, located, or invoked over the network to create products, processes, and
supply chains. These applications can be local, distributed, or web-based. Web services are
built on top of open standards such as TCP/IP, HTTP, Java, HTML, and XML.

 Web services are XML-based information exchange systems that use the Internet for direct
application-to-application interaction. These systems can include programs, objects,
messages, or documents.

 A web service is a collection of open protocols and standards used for exchanging data
between applications or systems. Software applications written in various programming
languages and running on various platforms can use web services to exchange data over
computer networks like the Internet in a manner similar to inter-process communication on a
single computer. This interoperability (e.g., between Java and Python, or Windows and
Linux applications) is due to the use of open standards.

1.2 Types of Web Services
There are mainly two types of web services.

1. Type I web services (SOAP web services)
2. Type II web services (RESTful web services)
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1.2.1 SOAP Web Services (Simple or Information Services)
Informational services are services of relatively simple nature. They either provide access to

content interacting with an end user by means of simple request/response sequences, or alternatively
may expose back-end business applications to other applications. Web services that typically expose
the business functionality of the applications and components that underlie them are known as
programmatic services. For instance, they may expose function calls, typically written in programming
languages such as Java/EJB, Visual Basic, or C++. Applications access these function calls by
executing a Web service through a standard programmatic interface specified in the Web Services
Description Language or WSDL.

Informational services can be subdivided into three subcategories according to the business
problems they solve:

 Pure content services, which give programmatic access to content such as weather report
information, simple financial information, stock quote information, design information,
news items, and so on.

 Simple trading services, which are more complicated forms of informational services that
can provide a seamless aggregation of information across disparate systems and information
sources, including back-end systems, giving programmatic access to a business information
system so that the requestor can make informed decisions. Such service requests may have
complicated realizations. Consider, for example, “pure” business services, such as logistic
services, where automated services are the actual front-ends to fairly complex physical
organizational information systems.

 Information syndication services, which are value-added information Web services that
purport to “plug into” commerce sites of various types, such as e-marketplaces, or sell-sites.
Generally speaking, these services are offered by a third party and run the whole range from
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commerce-enabling services, such as logistics, payment, fulfillment, and tracking services,
to other value-added commerce services, such as rating services. Typical examples of
syndicated services might include reservation services on a travel site or rate quote services
on an insurance site.

Informational services are singular in nature in that they perform a complete unit of work
that leaves its underlying data stores in a consistent state. However, they are not transactional in
nature (although their back-end realizations may be). An informational service does not keep any
memory of what happens to it between requests. In that respect this type of service is known as a
stateless Web service.

Informational and simple trading services require support by the three evolving standards:
1. communication protocol (Simple Object Access Protocol),
2. service description Web Service Description Language (WSDL),
3. service publication and discovery (Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration

infrastructure).

1.2.2 Complex Services or Business Processes
Enterprises can use a singular (discrete) service to accomplish a specific business task, such as

billing or inventory control. However, for enterprises to obtain the full benefit of Web services,
business process and transactional-like Web services functionality is required that is well beyond that
found in informational Web services. When enterprises need to compose several services together to
create a business process such as customized ordering, customer support, procurement, and logistical
support, they need to use complex Web services. Complex (or composite) services typically involve
the assembly and invocation of many pre-existing services possibly found in diverse enterprises to
complete a multi-step business interaction.

Consider for instance a supply-chain application involving order taking, stocking orders, sourcing,
inventory control, financials, and logistics. Numerous document exchanges will occur in this process
including requests for quotes, returned quotes, purchase order requests, purchase order confirmations,
delivery information, and so on.

Long-running transactions and asynchronous messaging will also occur, and business
“conversation” and even negotiations may occur before the final agreements are reached. This
functionality is a typical characteristic of business processes (or complex services).

Complex Web services can in turn be categorized according to the way that they compose simple
services. Some complex Web services compose simple services that exhibit programmatic behavior
whereas others compose services that exhibit mainly interactive behavior where input has to be
supplied by the user. This makes it natural to distinguish between the following two types of complex
Web services:

1. Complex services that compose programmatic Web services: The clients of these Web
services can assemble them to build complex services. An example typical of a simple
service exhibiting programmatic behavior could be an inventory checking service that
comprises part of an inventory management process.

2. Complex services that compose interactive Web services: These services expose the
functionality of a Web application’s presentation (browser) layer. They frequently expose a
multi-step Web application behavior that combines a Web server, an application server, and
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underlying database systems and typically deliver the application directly to a browser and
eventually to a human user for interaction. Clients of these Web services can incorporate
interactive business processes into their Web applications, presenting integrated (aggregated)
applications from external service providers. Obviously interactive services can be
combined with programmatic services thus delivering business processes that combine
typical business logic functionality with Web browser interactivity.

Complex services exhibit coarse-grained functionality and are stateful. A stateful Web service
maintains some state between different operation invocations issued by the same or different Web
service clients (see section 1.4.3). The complex Web services standards are still evolving and are
converging on the communication protocol (Simple Object Access Protocol), WSDL, Universal
Description, Discovery, and Integration infrastructure, WS-Metadata Exchange (which allows service
endpoints to provide metadata information to requestors and support the bootstrapping of Web service
interactions) and the Web services Business Process Execution Language or BPEL.

1.3 Overview of XML
XML is often used for distributing data over the Internet.

1. XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language.
2. XML was designed to store and transport data.
3. XML was designed to be both human- and machine-readable.
4. XML was designed to be self-descriptive
5. Many computer systems contain data in incompatible formats. Exchanging data between

incompatible systems (or upgraded systems) is a time-consuming task for web developers.
Large amounts of data must be converted, and incompatible data is often lost.

6. XML stores data in plain text format. This provides a software- and hardware-independent
way of storing, transporting, and sharing data.

7. XML also makes it easier to expand or upgrade to new operating systems, new applications,
or new browsers, without losing data.

8. With XML, data can be available to all kinds of “reading machines” like people, computers,
voice machines, news feeds, etc.

XML Web services are the fundamental building blocks in the move to distributed computing on
the Internet. Open standards and the focus on communication and collaboration among people and
applications have created an environment where XML Web services are becoming the platform for
application integration. Applications are constructed using multiple XML Web services from various
sources that work together regardless of where they reside or how they were implemented.

There are probably as many definitions of XML Web Service as there are companies building
them, but almost all definitions have these things in common:

 XML Web Services expose useful functionality to Web users through a standard Web
protocol. In most cases, the protocol used is SOAP.

 XML Web services provide a way to describe their interfaces in enough detail to allow a
user to build a client application to talk to them. This description is usually provided in an
XML document called a Web Services Description Language (WSDL) document.
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 XML Web services are registered so that potential users can find them easily. This is done
with Universal Discovery Description and Integration (UDDI).

Consider an example:
<?xml version ="1.0"?>
<contact-info>
<name>PritiPalkar</name>
<company>ABC Company</company>
<phone>2345678</phone>
</contact-info>

You can notice there are two kinds of information in the above example −

1. Markup, like <contact-info>
2. The text, or the character data, ABC Company 2345678

The following diagram depicts the syntax rules to write different types of markup and text in an
XML document.

ReferencesXML Declaration

Syntax Rules

Tags & Elements Attributes Text

Fig. 1.3

Let us see each component of the above diagram in detail.

1.3.1 XML Declaration
The XML document can optionally have an XML declaration. It is written as follows −

<?xml version ="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8"?>

Where version is the XML version and encoding specifies the character encoding used in the
document.
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1.3.2 Syntax Rules for XML Declaration
1. The XML declaration is case sensitive and must begin with “<?xml>” where “xml” is

written in lower-case.
2. If document contains XML declaration, then it strictly needs to be the first statement of the

XML document.
3. The XML declaration strictly needs be the first statement in the XML document.
4. An HTTP protocol can override the value of encoding that you put in the XML declaration.

1.4 Tags and Elements
An XML file is structured by several XML-elements, also called XML-nodes or XML-tags. The

names of XML-elements are enclosed in triangular brackets <> as shown below −

<element>

Syntax Rules for Tags and Elements
Element Syntax − Each XML-element needs to be closed either with start or with end elements

as shown below −

<element>....</element>

or in simple-cases, just this way −

<element/>

Nesting of Elements − An XML-element can contain multiple XML-elements as its children, but
the children elements must not overlap. i.e., an end tag of an element must have the same name as that
of the most recent unmatched start tag.

The Following example shows incorrect nested tags −

<?xml version ="1.0"?>
<contact-info>
<company>ABC Company
<contact-info>
</company>

The Following example shows correct nested tags −

<?xml version ="1.0"?>
<contact-info>
<company>ABC Company</company>
<contact-info>

Root Element − An XML document can have only one root element. For example, following is
not a correct XML document, because both the x and y elements occur at the top level without a root
element −

<x>...</x>
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<y>...</y>

The Following example shows a correctly formed XML document −

<root>
<x>...</x>
<y>...</y>
</root>

Case Sensitivity − The names of XML-elements are case-sensitive. That means the name of the
start and the end elements need to be exactly in the same case.

For example, <contact-info> is different from <Contact-Info>

1.5 XML Attributes
An attribute specifies a single property for the element, using a name/value pair. An XML-

element can have one or more attributes. For example −

<a href = "http://www.ABC Company.com/">ABC Company!</a>

Here href is the attribute name and http://www.ABC Company.com/ is attribute value.

1.5.1 Syntax Rules for XML Attributes
1. Attribute names in XML (unlike HTML) are case sensitive. That is, HREF and href are

considered two different XML attributes.
2. Same attribute cannot have two values in a syntax. The following example shows incorrect

syntax because the attribute b is specified twice

−
<ab="x"c="y"b="z">....</a>

3. Attribute names are defined without quotation marks, whereas attribute values must always
appear in quotation marks. Following example demonstrates incorrect xml syntax

−
<ab=x>....</a>

In the above syntax, the attribute value is not defined in quotation marks.

1.6 XML References
References usually allow you to add or include additional text or markup in an XML document.

References always begin with the symbol “&” which is a reserved character and end with the symbol
“;”. XML has two types of references −

 Entity References − An entity reference contains a name between the start and the end
delimiters. For example &amp; where amp is name. The name refers to a predefined string
of text and/or markup.
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 Character References − These contain references, such as &#65;, contains a hash mark
(“#”) followed by a number. The number always refers to the Unicode code of a character.
In this case, 65 refers to alphabet “A”.

1.6.1 XML Text
The names of XML-elements and XML-attributes are case-sensitive, which means the name of

start and end elements need to be written in the same case. To avoid character encoding problems, all
XML files should be saved as Unicode UTF-8 or UTF-16 files.

White space characters like blanks, tabs and line-breaks between XML-elements and between the
XML-attributes will be ignored.

Some characters are reserved by the XML syntax itself. Hence, they cannot be used directly. To
use them, some replacement-entities are used, which are listed below −

Not Allowed Character Replacement Entity Character Description

< &lt; less than

> &gt; greater than

& &amp; ampersand

' &apos; apostrophe

" &quot; quotation mark

1.7 SOAP Introduction
SOAP stands for Simple Object Access Protocol. It is a XML-based protocol for accessing web

services over HTTP , so it is platform independent and language independent. In other words, it can be
used with Java, .Net or PHP language on any platform. It is a W3C recommendation for
communication between applications. It has some specification which could be used across all
applications.

With the help of soap it defines how web services talk to each other or talk to client applications
that invoke them.In today's world, there is huge number of applications which are built on different
programming languages. For example, there could be a web application designed in Java, another
in .Net and another in PHP.

Exchanging data between applications is crucial in today's networked world. But data exchange
between these heterogeneous applications would be complex. So will be the complexity of the code to
accomplish this data exchange.

One of the methods used to combat this complexity is to use XML (Extensible Markup Language)
as the intermediate language for exchanging data between applications.

Every programming language can understand the XML markup language. Hence, XML was used
as the underlying medium for data exchange.

But there are no standard specifications on use of XML across all programming languages for
data exchange. That is where SOAP comes in.
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SOAP was designed to work with XML over HTTP and have some sort of specification which
could be used across all applications. We will look into further details on the SOAP protocol in the
subsequent chapters.

1.7.1 Advantages of SOAP
SOAP is the protocol used for data interchange between applications. Below are some of the

reasons as to why SOAP is used.

1. When developing Web services, you need to have some of language which can be used for
web services to talk with client applications. SOAP is the perfect medium which was
developed in order to achieve this purpose. This protocol is also recommended by the W3C
consortium which is the governing body for all web standards.

2. SOAP is a light-weight protocol that is used for data interchange between applications. Note
the keyword 'light.' Since SOAP is based on the XML language, which itself is a light
weight data interchange language, hence SOAP as a protocol that also falls in the same
category.

3. SOAP is designed to be platform independent and is also designed to be operating system
independent. So the SOAP protocol can work any programming language based applications
on both Windows and Linux platform.

4. It works on the HTTP protocol –SOAP works on the HTTP protocol, which is the default
protocol used by all web applications. Hence, there is no sort of customization which is
required to run the web services built on the SOAP protocol to work on the World Wide
Web.

1.7.2 SOAP Building Blocks
The SOAP specification defines something known as a “SOAP message” which is what is sent

to the web service and the client application.

The diagram below shows the various building blocks of a SOAP Message.

SOAP Envelope

SOAP Header
Header Block
Header Block

SOAP Body
Message Block

Fig. 1.4
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The SOAP message is nothing but a mere XML document which has the below components.

1. An Envelope element that identifies the XML document as a SOAP message – This is
the containing part of the SOAP message and is used to encapsulate all the details in the
SOAP message. This is the root element in the SOAP message.

2. A Header element that contains header information – The header element can contain
information such as authentication credentials which can be used by the calling application.
It can also contain the definition of complex types which could be used in the SOAP
message. By default, the SOAP message can contain parameters which could be of simple
types such as strings and numbers, but can also be a complex object type.

A simple example of a complex type is shown below.

Suppose we wanted to send a structured data type which had a combination of a “Tutorial Name”
and a “Tutorial Description,” then we would define the complex type as shown below.

The complex type is defined by the element tag <xsd:complexType>. All of the required
elements of the structure along with their respective data types are then defined in the complex type
collection.

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>

<xsd:element name="Tutorial Name" type="string"/>
<xsd:element name="Tutorial Description" type="string"/>

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>

3. A Body element that contains call and response information – This element is what
contains the actual data which needs to be sent between the web service and the calling
application. Below is an example of the SOAP body which actually works on the complex
type defined in the header section. Here is the response of the Tutorial Name and Tutorial
Description that is sent to the calling application which calls this web service.

<soap:Body>
<GetTutorialInfo>

<TutorialName>Web Services</TutorialName>
<TutorialDescription>All about web services</TutorialDescription>

</GetTutorialInfo>
</soap:Body>

1.7.3 SOAP Message Structure
One thing to note is that SOAP messages are normally auto-generated by the web service when it

is called.

Whenever a client application calls a method in the web service, the web service will
automatically generate a SOAP message which will have the necessary details of the data which will
be sent from the web service to the client application.
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A SOAP message is an ordinary XML document containing the following elements:

1. An Envelope element that identifies the XML document as a SOAP message
2. A Header element that contains header information
3. A Body element that contains call and response information
4. A Fault element containing errors and status information

1.7.4 SOAP Envelope Element
The first bit of the building block is the SOAP Envelope.

The SOAP Envelope is used to encapsulate all of the necessary details of the SOAP messages,
which are exchanged between the web service and the client application.

1.7.5 The SOAP Header Element
The optional SOAP Header element contains application-specific information (like authentication,

payment, etc) about the SOAP message.

If the Header element is present, it must be the first child element of the Envelope element.

The SOAP envelope element is used to indicate the beginning and end of a SOAP message. This
enables the client application which calls the web service to know when the SOAP Body Element

The required SOAP Body element contains the actual SOAP message intended for the ultimate
endpoint of the message.

Immediate child elements of the SOAP Body element may be namespace-qualified.

The SOAP message ends.

1.7.6 The SOAP Fault Element
The optional SOAP Fault element is used to indicate error messages.

The SOAP Fault element holds errors and status information for a SOAP message.

If a Fault element is present, it must appear as a child element of the Body element. A Fault
element can only appear once in a SOAP message.

1.8 Building Web Services with JAX-WS
There are two main java web services API: JAX-WS and JAX-RS. The java web service

application can be accessed by other programming languages such as .Net and PHP. Java web service
application performs communication through WSDL (Web Services Description Language).

There are two main API’s defined by Java for developing web service applications since JavaEE 6.

 JAX-WS: for SOAP web services
 JAX-RS
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JAX-WS: For SOAP Web Services
The Java API for XML Web Services (JAX-WS) is a Java programming language API for

creating web services, particularly SOAPservices. JAX-WS is one of the Java XML programming
APIs. It is part of the Java EE platform.

Java API for XML Web Services (JAX-WS) is a technology for building web services and clients
that communicate using XML. JAX-WS allows developers to write message-oriented as well as
Remote Procedure Call-oriented (RPC-oriented) and Document-oriented styleweb services.

RPC Style Document Style

1. RPC style web services use method name and
parameters to generate XML structure which
are sent as discrete values.

1. In Document style, parameters are sent in
XML format.

2. In RPC style, SOAP message is sent as many
elements.

2. In document style, SOAP message is sent as a
single document.

3. RPC style message is tightly coupled. 3. Document style message is loosely coupled.

4. In RPC style, SOAP message keeps the
operation name.

4. In Document style, SOAP message loses the
operation name.

5. The generated WSDL is difficult to be
validated against schema.

5. Document style web services can be validated
against predefined schema.

JAX-RS
For RESTful web services. There are 2 ways of implementation which currently in use for

creating JAX-RS application: Jersey and RESTeasy.

JAX-WS Example RPC Style
Consider a JAX-WS example where no extra configuration settings are required. JAX-WS API is

inbuilt in JDK, so you don’t need to load any extra jar file for it. Let's see a simple example of JAX-
WS example in RPC style.

Create 4 files for hello world JAX-WS example:

 HelloWorld.java
 HelloWorldImpl.java
 Publisher.java
 HelloWorldClient.java
The first 3 files are created for server side and 1 application for client side.

JAX-WS Server Code
File: HelloWorld.java

packagecom.javatpoint;
importjavax.jws.WebMethod;
importjavax.jws.WebService;
importjavax.jws.soap.SOAPBinding;
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importjavax.jws.soap.SOAPBinding.Style;
//Service Endpoint Interface
@WebService
@SOAPBinding(style = Style.RPC)
public interface HelloWorld{

@WebMethod String getHelloWorldAsString(String name);
}
File: HelloWorldImpl.java
packagecom.javatpoint;
importjavax.jws.WebService;
//Service Implementation
@WebService(endpointInterface = "com.javatpoint.HelloWorld")
public class HelloWorldImpl implements HelloWorld{

@Override
public String getHelloWorldAsString(String name) {
return "Hello World JAX-WS " + name;

}
}

File: Publisher.java

packagecom.javatpoint;
importjavax.xml.ws.Endpoint;
//Endpoint publisher
public class HelloWorldPublisher{
public static void main(String[] args) {
Endpoint.publish("http://localhost:7779/ws/hello", new HelloWorldImpl());

}
}

How to view generated WSDL

After running the publisher code, you can see the generated WSDL file by visiting the URL:
http://localhost:7779/ws/hello?wsdl

JAX-WS Client Code
File: HelloWorldClient.java

packagecom.javatpoint;
import java.net.URL;
importjavax.xml.namespace.QName;
importjavax.xml.ws.Service;
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public class HelloWorldClient{
public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {

URL url = new URL("http://localhost:7779/ws/hello?wsdl");
//1st argument service URI, refer to wsdl document above

//2nd argument is service name, refer to wsdl document above
QNameqname = new QName("http://javatpoint.com/", "HelloWorldImplService");

Service service = Service.create(url, qname);
HelloWorld hello = service.getPort(HelloWorld.class);
System.out.println(hello.getHelloWorldAsString("javatpointrpc"));

}
}

Output:
Hello World JAX-WS javatpointrpc

1.9 Registering and Discovering Web Services
Web Services Discovery provides access to software systems over the Internet using standard

protocols. Web Service Provider that publishes a service and a Web Service Consumer that uses this
service.Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) provides the definition of a set of
services supporting the description and discovery of (1) businesses, organizations, and other Web
Services providers, (2) the Web Services they make available, and (3) the technical interfaces which
may be used to access those services.

1.10 What is UDDI?
 UDDI stands for Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration.
 UDDI is a specification for a distributed registry of web services.
 UDDI is a platform-independent, open framework.
 UDDI can communicate via SOAP, CORBA, Java RMI Protocol.
 UDDI uses Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) to describe interfaces to web services.
 UDDI is seen with SOAP and WSDL as one of the three foundation standards of web services.
 UDDI is an open industry initiative, enabling businesses to discover each other and define

how they interact over the Internet.
A business or a company can register three types of information into a UDDI registry. This

information is contained in three elements of UDDI.

These three elements are −

1. White Pages,
2. Yellow Pages, and
3. Green Pages.
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1. White Pages
White pages contain −

 Basic information about the company and its business such as contact information including
business name, address, contact phone number, etc.

 A Unique identifiers for the company tax IDs. This information allows others to discover
your web service based upon your business identification.

2. Yellow Pages
 Yellow pages contain more details about the company which include descriptions of the

kind of electronic capabilities the company can offer to anyone who wants to do business
with it.

 Yellow pages uses commonly accepted industrial categorization schemes, industry codes,
product codes, business identification codes and the like to make it easier for companies to
search through the listings and find exactly what they want.

3. Green Pages
Green pages contain technical information about a web service such information about a

company’s key business processes, such as operating platform, supported programs, purchasing
methods, shipping and billing requirements, and other higher-level business protocols.

A green page allows someone to bind to a Web service after it's been found. It includes −

 The various interfaces
 The URL locations
 Discovery information and similar data required to find and run the Web service.

1.11 Service-Oriented Architecture
A Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a style of software design where services are

provided to the other components by application components, through a communication protocol over
a network. The basic principles of service-oriented architecture are independent of vendors, products
and technologies.
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Fig. 1.5

1.11.1 Characteristics of Service Oriented Architecture
Services

1. Reusable: depending on their granularity, services can be used by multiple processes and
other coarse-grained services.

2. Autonomous units of business functionality: each service provides a business function
that is independent of other services.

3. Contract-based: interface and policies are strictly described by an interface specification.
4. Loosely coupled: service contracts are designed to be as independent of the service

implementation as possible, minimizing the need for service contract changes if the
implementation changes. In a tightly coupled system, an implementation change (e.g. a
change in a back-end data type) would require a change to the interface and therefore the
connecting systems.

5. Platform-independent: both the consuming and SOA service systems can be on any
platform that supports the service transport and interface requirements.

6. Discoverable and location independent: services are located through a service
registry/catalogue and accessed via universal resource locators, and therefore may move
over time without disruption to consuming systems.

7. Standards-based: services are built, consumed, and described using standards such as Web
Services Definition Language (WSDL), which provides information about the service, and
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), a packaging mechanism.
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Roles of Interaction in the SOA
The main building block of an SOA are three folds which are determined on the basis of three

primary role that can be undertaken by the architectural models, they are web service provider, the
web service registry and the web service requestor (client).

 Web service provider: The first important role in the web service architecture is that web
service provider. In web service provider the organization that owns the web service and
implement the business logic that underlies the service from the business perspective and
from an architectural perspective of view in this the platform that first and control the access
to the service. The web service provider is responsible for publishing a web service which
provides in a service registry hosted by the service discovery agent which involves
describing the business which involves describing the business, service and the technical
information of the webservice and the registering that information with the web service
register in the format prescribed by the discover agency.

 Web service requestor: The second major role in the web service architecture is that of
web service requestor (or client).From a business perspective this is the enterprise that
requires certain function to be satisfied. From an architecture perspective this is the
application that is looking for and subsequently invoking the service. The web service
requestor searches the service registry for Desired Web Services. This effectively means
discovering the web services description in the registry provided by a Discovery agency and
using the information in the description to bind to the service. There are two different kinds
of web service request exist that is either by a browser driven by an end user or by part of an
application without user interface.

 Web service registry: The last important role that can be distinguished in the web service
architecture which is web service registry which is searchable directory the service
description can be published and search. The service requestor find the service description in
the registry and obtain binding information for service. This information is sufficient for the
service requested to contact, or to bind, the service provider and thus make the use of service
it provides. The webservice discover agency is responsible for providing the infrastructure
and infrastructure required to enable the three operations in the web service architecture
such as,

 publishing the web service by the web server provider
 service provider searching for web service by web server
 service requested and invoking the web service

1.12 Web Services Development Life-Cycle
The life cycle of a web service main simplified into four stages: design or build, test, deploy or

execute and manage. Although one making of web service management has only happening at one
stage of life cycle - the management stage - the web service management is actually an important
concept at each stage. The features and the attributes of managing production-quality with service
based on a lifecycle outline above, with a particular emphasize on a management stage as shown in the
figure. An outline of the basic concept of the web services management and the requirement helps to
understand the issue at stake and choose the best solution for this web service management problem
which is suggested in the web service management framework.
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The initial stage in the design and build stage, where developer architect web service using
integrated development environment IDE tools such as, abc one studio software -to generate the
proxies and service endpoint.Web Service Management issues at this stage include the design time
service aggregation and orchestration. If there are multiple versions for the different market or
audience each webservice deployed is given a unique service version in SOAP message header or the
service registry (known as service versioning).

The next stage is a test. In this functionality changes to the webservice go through integrated
testing and regression testing. This is particular important to ensure that all use case are thoroughly
tested before the web service application go into production.

The next age is the deploy and execute stage, where management issues include reliable
messaging schema validation and interoperability. In this stage that reliable transport mechanism such
as a SOAP over Java message services (JMS) technology, and the ebXML message service (ebMS)
and web service reliability (WS-Reliability) are used -to produce reliable sending and receiving of
SOAP messages. This message may be encrypted, decrypted, compressed or decompressed to ensure
the reliability and the data integrity. To ensure data quality a web service proxy or agent can use to
validate the shop message against the eXtensible Markup Language scheme at the run time in the
process known as schema validation. If SOAP message may be routed to other service endpoints, for
security reasons, a web service proxy or the agent is used to process service end forwarding.

The final stage is Management which requires that predefined service level agreement which are
made auditing, monitoring and troubleshooting as well as service provision and service management.
With addition of a scalable and reliable resource provision infrastructure additional memory
dynamically Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration service registry, ebXML or application
server running the services end points. A web service management server could also be used for more
simple resource provisioning, such as administering different management policy that govern access
right for routing and accessing SOAP messages as well as for collecting service information and
analyzing exceptions.

The features of web service management:

1. service level agreement Management, which includes service reporting and service
metering

2. auditing monitoring and troubleshooting, which includes the collecting services and
performance statistic and troubleshooting

3. dynamic services, which are the resources authorized personnel management and security
and reliable messaging delivery, and

4. Service Management responsibility between the client server service registry changes
management.

1.13 Developing and Consuming Simple Web Services
Across Platform

Step 1: Create new project in asp.net. Click on add → select web services. Give file
namewebservice1.asmx and click on add button.
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Step 2: Open webservice1.asmx.cs file to write a code as shown
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Step 3: save the file and execute the program.

Step 4: see the output of webservice1.asmx.cs file.
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Step 5: now add new web reference by selecting references and click add reference. Then select
webservices webservice1 to add reference.
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Step 6: Add new webform and add the following in code of webform.aspx.cs

Step 7: save the file and execute it.

1.14 Chapter Based Questions
1. Define the term web service. Explain two types if web services.
2. What are the two types of information? Explain.
3. Explain in detail about Synchronicity.
4. Explain the Client Service Model with respect to Web Service.
5. What is a SOAP? Explain in detail.
6. Discuss why SOAP is called as a light weight process.
7. Explain in detail the structure of a SOAP message.
8. Explain in brief the following styles of SOAP services: A-RPC B-Document
9. Write a short note on fault element in SOAP.

10. Describe with a diagram a RPC call using SOAP over http.
11. List the advantages and disadvantages of SOAP.
12. Why is a service description needed? Explain in detail WSDL.
13. Describe the structure of WSDL document.
14. Explain in brief the various tags in WSDL document.
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15. What is Web Service Interface Definition? Explain in brief.
16. Write a short note on WSDL message exchange patterns.
17. List and Explain different types of service discoveries.
18. What is UDDI? Explain UDDI usage model.
19. Explain in detail the data structures used in UDDI.
20. How WSDL to UDDI mapping model is done.
21. Describe the various business information provider roles wrt UDDI.
22. Write a short note on Web Service Development Lifecycle.
23. what is Web Service? How does it works?
24. Explain the types of Web Service in detail?
25. Explain XML Schema Definition Language?
26. Explain XML Document structure with example?
27. Write a note on WSDL?
28. Explain Characteristics of Web Services?
29. Describe URIs and XML namespace using example?
30. Explain characteristics of Interprocess communication?
31. Write a note on SOAP as messaging protocol?
32. Describe how SOAP act as a wire representation?
33. Describe SOAP Communication Model?
34. How is HTTP used with SOAP?
35. Describe how SOAP works with WSDL.
36. Briefly describe the phases of the Web services development lifecycle.
37. What are service registries and what is service discovery?
38. What is the UDDI and what are its major characteristics?
39. What is the purpose of a WSDL to UDDI mapping model?
40. Briefly describe the WS-Reliable Messaging model.
41. What is the Enterprise Service Bus and how does it relate to SOA?
42. Briefly describes the key capabilities of an Enterprise Service Bus.
43. What is SOAP? How it is connected to Service oriented architecture(SOA)?
44. What is JAX-WS how it useful for describing SOAP web services?
45. How web service are related to distributed computing?
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